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The electronic structure of solvated hydroxide complexes ((OH)- H2O)n, n ) 1-3, is studied in detail using
density functional theory (DFT), MP2, and Born-Oppenheimer-Molecular Dynamics (BOMD) approaches.
Several nonlocal functionals of the GGA and LAP families are employed, special attention is paid to the
reliability of the LAP functionals in predicting structure, energetics, and proton transfer barriers. It is found
that most of these give reasonable energetics of the quite strong hydrogen bonding in hydroxide anions (within
a difference of about 2-15% from the experimental solvation enthalpies), provided that basis sets with both
polarization and diffuse functions are employed and the basis set superposition error is taken care of. The
performance of the various methods for the geometry of the hydroxide complexes is not so uniform, especially
for the hydrogen bond distances and the shape of the complex with three water ligands. These differences are
reflected also in the calculated vibrational spectra, particularly concerning the vibrations involving the hydrogen
bonds. For O2H3

-, the potential energy surface associated with the central proton degrees of freedom is very
flat, which leads to an intriguing proton dynamics. The BOMD simulation shows that the proton population
profile is rather similar for BP and PP functionals, while the dynamical proton-transfer counting autocorrelation
function, is, on the other hand, very sensitive to the choice of functional.

1. Introduction

The correct description of hydrogen bonds is very important
in theoretical modeling of biochemical systems. Recent high
quality calculations have demonstrated the significance of
electron correlation in the subtle energetics and dynamics of
hydrogen bonds.1-3 In this vein, density functional theory (DFT)
has become a promising alternative to the computationally more
demanding post-Hartree-Fock (HF) methods. The development
of nonlocal exchange-correlation schemes of the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) type over the past decade or
so4-6 has led to substantial progress in the DFT description of
hydrogen-bond structure and energetics.1,7 However, further
improvement is still needed, especially concerning hydrogen
bond distances (somewhat shortened by the GGA) and intramo-
lecular proton-transfer barriers (quite underestimated by the
GGA).8 The recent hybrid HF-DFT schemes9,10 offer a sub-
stantial improvement for many covalently bonded systems,
whereas for weak hydrogen bonds typical results show a
moderate improvement over the GGA.1,8,11,12

Another type of functional giving an improved description
of hydrogen bonded systems has been recently constructed by
combining the GGA exchange functionals of Becke4 and
Perdew5 with the kinetic-energy-density (τ) and Laplacian-
dependent correlation functionals LAP1 and LAP3.12,13 The
resulting XC schemes BLAP1, BLAP3 (GGA exchange of
Becke4 plus LAP1(LAP3) correlation12,13) and PLAP1, PLAP3
(GGA exchange of Perdew5 plus LAP correlation) yielded
improved hydrogen bond distances, often very close to the

experimental estimates.1,8,12,13They also provided a correct DFT
description of the subtle electronic structure of the lowest glycine
conformers, and gave results very close to the G2 composite
estimate for the intramolecular proton-transfer barrier in mal-
onaldehyde8 and the barrier of hydrogen abstraction.14 These,
as well as various other DFT studies,1,2,15have provided a certain
validation of various DFT techniques for weak neutral hydrogen-
bonded systems.

Relatively fewer studies have been reported so far on hy-
drogen bonding in charged systems. Positively charged systems
of the type (H3O+)(H2O)n have been thoroughly studied recently
by a combined Kohn-Sham (KS) DFT-Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) algorithm in ref 16. Negatively
charged hydrogen-bonded systems are anticipated to be more
difficult, due to some intrinsic problems that approximate XC
functionals still meet. Hydrogen bonds involving negatively
charged groups are very important ingredients of biological
systems. The significant role of the cooperative hydrogen bond
interactions in such systems has been reviewed and studied in
detail in ref 1. Studying such systems is also very important
for atmospheric physics17 and for understanding in more detail
proton-transfer processes in chemistry and biochemistry,16

particularly in enzyme catalysis.18,19 Some anionic H-bonded
systems (including (OH)- H2O) were studied recently by
Pudzianowski20,21 using the BLYP functional (GGA exchange
of Becke4 plus Lee-Yang-Parr correlation6) and its hybrid
HF-DFT extension B3LYP.6,9,10 It was pointed out that the
choice of basis set is very important in DFT treatments of
anionic systems, and the inclusion of diffuse and polarization
functions is mandatory.

A very recent quantum dynamical study of H5O2
+ and H3O2

-

has been reported in ref 22 based on Feynman’s path integral
and Car-Parrinello type techniques.
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We present a detailed study of solvated hydroxide anion
complexes (OH-)(H2O)n, applying, for the first time, the Lap
functionals to negatively charged systems in conjunction with
BOMD simulations to study the proton-transfer dynamics. For
O2H3

-, all methods show a strong H-bond formation between
OH- and H2O, with a low proton transfer barrier. GGA gives
this barrier too low. Overall, the results, especially for geom-
etries, are quite sensitive to the method used. This makes it
important to compare results from several different methods,
keeping the numerical precision at the maximum available level,
to gain an objective quantitative knowledge about these subtle
systems. Another objective of the present study is to compare
the behavior of solvated anions, such as H3O2

-, with that of
the solvated hydronium H3O+ ion studied in detail previously.16

Turning first to the experimental side, while for systems such
as (H2O)n and (H3O+)(H2O)n more detailed structural, vibra-
tional, and thermodynamic data are available in the literature,
for (OH-)(H2O)n only the enthalpies and entropies of hydration
for the consecutive association of a few water molecules have
been reported so far. In the experimental study of Mautner23

the enthalpies of successive association of water molecules (from
n ) 1 to n ) 7) to OH- were determined by a pulsed high-
pressure mass spectrometer method as-26.5, -17.6, -16.2,
-12.0, -11.5, -11.2, and -10.3 kcal/mol, respectively,
indicating a solvation shell effect, i.e., aftern ) 3, the water
molecules start to fill the second solvation shell. This also means
that OH- does not have a four coordinated solvation structure
in small hydration clusters. These experimental values (with a
reported error bar about(1.0 kcal/mol) are in good agreement
with the estimates of Kebarle et al.24 (-25.0 kcal/mol forn )
1 and-17.9 kcal/mol forn ) 2) using a pulsed method similar
to that of ref 23. The latter study revised the values of 22.0
kcal/mol (for n ) 1) and 16.0 kcal/mol (forn ) 2) found
previously by the same authors with a continuous ionization
method.25 The good agreement between the results of ref 23
and ref 24 lends confidence to the experimental enthalpies
reported by these authors, while the earlier estimate-34.0 kcal/
mol (for n ) 1) by De Paz et al.26 seems to be overestimated.

On the theoretical side, various high quality ab initio
calculations have been devoted to these aqua complex an-
ions.20,22,32,33,35It is worth emphasizing once more that the use
of basis sets with diffuse functions and methods incorporating
electron correlation has been found essential, required by the
anionic character of these systems and the specific nature of
the hydrogen bonds there.

The early studies along these lines were confined mainly to
the case of one solvent water H3O2

-.27-29 The Hartree-Fock
approximation fails to reproduce well the experimental data,
whatever basis sets are used.27,30,31The lack of diffuse functions
in the basis set used in the earlier MP2 calculations27-29 resulted
in an almost symmetric O‚‚‚H‚‚‚O bridge between the OH- ion
and the water molecule, and the MP2 solvation energy was too
large compared to the experimental estimate.

Several more recent studies reported fully optimized results
for (OH-)(H2O)n using correlated ab initio methods with larger
basis sets.20,21,32,33Xantheas32 considered the cases ofn ) 1,2,
and 3, using a flexible aug-cc-VDZ basis set34 at the MP2 level.
The MP2 results with this basis set were within the experimental
error bars, except forn ) 2, where the MP2 solvation energy
was somewhat larger. Grimm et al.33 optimized the same
systems using a smaller basis set with polarization and diffuse
functions DZP(s,p), again at the MP2 level (forn ) 1-4) and
at the HF level forn ) 5. It was reconfirmed that the HF
approximation is not suitable for such systems. Due to these

and other high quality theoretical studies22 the geometry of
H3O2

- has been established as asymmetric, with a longer O‚‚‚H
distance of about 1.4 Å and a shorter distance of about 1.09
Å.32 The geometry features of H3O2

- are thus somewhat
different from those of the solvated hydronium H3O+ ion,16

where the H-bond is symmetric. This is perhaps because the
positive charge is located in a symmetric way there (in the
middle of the bridge), while in the case of O2H3

- the negative
charge is localized predominantly on one side of the bridge. It
should be noted that the precise optimization of the H-bond
geometry in these systems is a very demanding task because
the energy barrier for proton transfer is very low16,32 and the
energy minimum with respect to these degrees of freedom is
very flat,16 facts that we will return to later on in the discussions.

Based on Feynman’s path integral and Car-Parrinello type
techniques it was shown in ref 22 that the shared proton in
H5O2

+ has a predominantly classical behavior, while the shared
proton in the H3O2

- anion has a noticeable quantum character
influencing the nature of the low-barrier hydrogen bonding.
When the proton is treated as classical, the hydrogen bond in
H3O2

- was indeed found to be asymmetric, associated with a
double well of the hydrogen-bond effective potential. However,
the quantum motion of the proton smears out the double-peak
structure of the effective potential.22 Our results will show that
the predicted position of the proton depends sensitively on the
method and the basis set used in the calculation.

Concerning calculations of the enthalpies of successive
association, the MP4/6-31+G(2p,2d) estimates35 and the MP2/
aug-cc-VDZ estimates32 reproduce well and support the experi-
mental data of Mautner23 and Kebarle.24 Among the best DFT
results available for the enthalpy of association of H3O2

- (n )
1), are the recent calculations by Pudzianowski20 using hybrid
(B3LYP) and GGA (BLYP) functionals. Both functionals tend
to overestimate the binding energy compared to the experimental
data and MP2: the best DFT value reported in ref 20 is-29.4
kcal/mol obtained at the B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) level, about 4
kcal/mol too high. BLYP gives a similar (but slightly worse)
energy estimate, compared to B3LYP with the same basis
set.20,22

In the present work, the equilibrium geometries, binding
energies and vibrational analysis of (OH-)(H2O)n (for n up to
3) are calculated using several nonlocal XC functionals. The
performance of theτ-dependent XC schemes BLAP3 and
PLAP3 [12] is of particular interest to us, since these functionals
are examined here for the first time on this type of H-bonds.
The GGA schemes of Becke exchange-Perdew correlation (BP)
and Perdew exchange-Perdew correlation5 (PP) are also used
for comparison, and for some of the systems the hybrid HF-
DFT scheme B3LYP is employed. The influence of the basis
set is also examined in detail. The BOMD simulation reveals
some striking difference between a “dynamical” and optimized
structure forn ) 1 at 0 K, showing that the proton position has
to be viewed (within classical mechanics) as a dynamical
variable, since the thermal fluctuations at 300 K can easily
overcome the low proton-transfer barrier in this system. We
calculated the proton-transfer counting correlation function,
which provided a direct means to study the proton dynamics.
The result shows that, unlike the proton profile, the dynamics
is very sensitive to the level of theory used.

2. Computational Details

The KS-DFT calculations with the GGA functionals BP and
PP, and theτ -dependent schemes BLAP3, PLAP312 were
carried out using the latest version of the LCGTO-DFT program
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deMon-KS3.36,37We have tested several orbital basis sets with
different size to address the issue of the basis set sensitivity.
Satisfactory results were obtained when the bases include diffuse
functions, in agreement with other studies of similar systems.
Three suitable basis sets were selected: two having split valence
plus polarization and diffuse functions of the type 631++G(*,*)
and 6311++G(*,*) basis,38 and the more flexible pVTZ basis
of Sadlej,39 designed to reproduce computationally demanding
electronic properties. Although these basis sets were not
particularly optimized for deMon-KS3 DFT calculations within
a chosen functional (which should be the optimal way of
proceeding40), various tests have validated their suitability in
the present calculations.

Auxiliary charge density (CD) and exchange-correlation (XC)
fitting basis sets consisting of four s functions and four sets of
s, p, and d functions with common exponents were used for
oxygen (denoted as (4,4;4,4)) while (5,1;5,1) auxiliary patterns
were used for all H atoms. We have verified the quality of these
fitting bases in several ways, including comparisons with results
obtained with Gaussian9441 (where fitting is not employed) using
identical functional (BP) and basis set.

The geometries were optimized until both the norm of the
total energy gradient (averaged over the atoms) and the norm
of the maximal individual gradient, fell below a threshold of
0.0001 au, using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) algorithm.42 Concerning the geometry optimization with
the LAP schemes, it should be noted that these are not fully
self-consistent with respect to the correlation potential: the
nonlocal corrections enter only the correlation energy expression
while in the corresponding correlation potential these corrections
are omitted.12 Despite this, geometry optimizations with the
LAP3 schemes have proven to be very efficient, often giving
results better than the GGA geometry estimates, especially for
weak H-bond lengths,12,8 which is mainly due to the correct
long-range asymptotics this correlation potential possesses.

To compare our results with the experimental data, the
binding energies have been corrected for the basis set superposi-
tion error (bsse) by the counterpoise (CP) method of Boys and
Bernardi.43 For a reaction of the type:

whereA stands for OH- andB for H2O, the binding energy is
calculated as

The molecule, whose energy is computed, is indicated in
parentheses. The superscripts denote the basis set used: the basis
of A is denoted asR and that ofB, â. Consequently, the basis
set of AB is denoted asR∪â. The subscripts indicate the
optimized structure used in the calculation. With this notation,
the bsse correction is calculated as

where EAB
R A(A) is the energy ofA in the AB structure

calculated with the basis ofA andEAB
R∪â(A) is the energy of A

in the AB structure calculated with the basis ofAB R∪â.
Correspondingly, the binding energy corrected for bsse is

The interaction between two water ligands∆Ew-w in the
complex (OH-)(H2O)3, has been computed as a two-body
interaction using the basis set of (OH-)(H2O)3 (in the same
notation as above):

A harmonic vibrational analysis of the optimized structures
was carried out using two-point differentiation of gradients37

with a stepsize of 0.02 Å. To compare the calculated solvation
energies with the experimental data, the bsse error, the vi-
brational zero-point (ZPE) energy correction, and the temper-
ature corrections were taken into account. The finite-temperature
corrections were estimated in the rigid rotor and harmonic
oscillator approximations.44

Some of the structures were calculated with the hybrid HF-
DFT method B3LYP as implemented in the code Gaussian94.41

In this method the exchange-correlation energy is composed
by a fraction of HF exchange combined with a fraction of the
GGA exchange of Becke4 and the entire correlation of Lee-
Yang-Parr (LYP).6

The BOMD simulation was carried our using the Verlet
integrator.46 The time step is taken to be 10 au, i.e., 0.242 fs. A
step of 10 au is employed to ensure that the velocity correlation
is accurate enough for systems containing hydrogen atoms to
allow calculation the vibrational spectrum, i.e., the Fourier
transform of the time correlation function. The simulation was
started with the constant temperature simulations which were
performed by scaling the velocity at every time step so that the
temperature is kept to be 300 K. Usually, the system is
equilibrated about 3000 steps to eliminate possible effects of
the arbitrary initial geometry. The constant energy simulations
were then carried out to accumulate structural and dynamical
data for 20000 time steps to calculate the statistical average of
various properties.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Structure of H3O2
-. This is the simplest system among

the aqueous clusters of the hydroxide anion, and several high-
quality correlated ab initio and DFT calculations have already
been reported.22,32,33This system is also very interesting from
the point of view of validating DFT XC functionals. Geometries
optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-VDZ and MP2/aug-cc-VTZ levels
of theory22,32,33reveal a nonplanar structure with an asymmetric
hydrogen bond. Table 1 contains the geometrical characteristics
obtained in the present work with different XC functionals and
basis sets, and compared to other DFT and post-HF results
reported in the literature. Figure 1 depicts the nonplanar ground-
state geometry of H3O2

- as deduced from one of our most
accurate DFT estimates (with the BLAP3 XC scheme and the
Sadlej basis set). Not surprisingly, the LSD approximation failed
to reproduce the asymmetry of the hydrogen bond in H3O2

-

whatever large and flexible basis sets were used. This is
consistent with the known LSD overestimation of the strength
of hydrogen bonds and underestimation of their lengths.7 The
GGA functional BP also fails to reproduce the asymmetry of
the hydrogen bond here, although it gives relatively longer (but
equal) O‚‚‚H bond lengths compared to LSD. This situation
remains even when very large and flexible bases are used. To
verify that this is not an artifact of the auxiliary-basis fitting
procedures used in deMon-KS3 for calculation of the Coulomb
terms, we have made analogous tests with the BP scheme within
Gaussian9441 (denoted in Table 1 as BPg94). The results are
very similar to those obtained with deMon-KS3. On the other

∆Ew-w ) Ew-w
(OH-)w3 - (Ew

(OH-)w3 + Ew
(OH-)w3) (4)

A + B f AB

∆Eb ) EAB
R∪â(AB) - [EA

R(A) + EB
â(B)] (1)

δECP ) EAB
R (A) - EAB

R∪â(A) + EAB
â (B) - EAB

R∪â(B) (2)

∆Ebsse) ∆Eb + δECP ) EAB
R∪â(AB) - (EA

R(A) +

EB
â(B)) + δECP (3)
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hand, the GGA XC scheme Perdew-Perdew yields an
asymmetric hydrogen bond in H3O2

- as is seen from Table 1
(R(Oa-H1a), the shorter bond, R(O-H1a), the longer bond).
Therefore, the type of exchange functional used is of par-
ticular importance in this respect. This fact is reconfirmed by
comparing the BLAP3 with the PLAP3 results: both give an
asymmetric geometry of the hydrogen bond bridge close to
the MP2 estimates, but the degree of asymmetry (shorter
vs longer O‚‚‚H bond) is stronger when the exchange func-
tional of Perdew is used (as in PLAP3). The results for the
longer hydrogen bond are particularly important: GGA and
(to a lesser extent) MP2 tend to shorten such weak O‚‚‚H
bonds.1,12

Besides the type of XC functional used, the choice of the
basis set has a noticeable impact on the results, especially for
the hydrogen-bond geometry. The influence of the basis set is
clearly demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2, comparing the results
obtained with 631++G(*,*), 6311++G(*,*), and with the
exhaustive basis set of Sadlej.39 The BLAP3/6311++G(*,*) and
PLAP3/Sadlej estimates of the hydrogen-bond lengths in
(OH-)H2O are the closest to the MP2/aug-VDZ values.32,33 A
geometry of similar quality is obtained with the hybrid B3LYP
XC scheme (Table 1). Including diffuse functions in the basis
is required by the low-barrier nature of the hydrogen bond here
and the fact that the potential energy surface is very flat with

respect to the hydrogen-bond degrees of freedom. Switching
from 631++G(*,*) to 6311++G(*,*) bases leads to a notice-
able shortening of the (shorter) Oa-H1a bond and elongation
of the longer hydrogen bond for most of the methods used.

We should point out that the O-proton bond length may be
sensitive to other factors, for example, the starting geometry
guess. This is a result of the extreme flatness of the potential
energy surface. We were able to obtain two different minima
using a Sadlej basis set and the PP functional. The energy
difference between these two geometries is only 0.00163 kcal/
mol. while the O-proton and proton-O distances are 1.230,
1.245 and 1.190, 1.292 Å, respectively.

It is worth noticing that getting the right geometry of the
isolated OH- ion is also not an easy task for DFT. The LAP
XC schemes give here a relatively better bond length than the
other XC functionals referred to in Table 2. Negative ions of
this type are known to be difficult cases for approximate XC
functionals, and for ab initio treatments in general.20,21,49

Our calculations confirm the observation of ref 33 that the
angle H-(O-Oa-H2a), Figure 1, (the angleâ in ref 33) and
the angle H-O-H1a are very sensitive to the XC functional
and basis set used, as these angles are related to the geometry
of the hydrogen bond in (OH-)H2O. As in the case of the
O-proton distances, the static values of these angles should
not be taken too literally as the proton moves almost freely
between the two oxygens.

Concerning the binding energy at T) 0 K (∆Eb
e) and the

binding enthalpy at 298 K of H3O2
-, the results of the dif-

ferent XC schemes are presented in Table 3. The energies are
corrected for the bsse using the counterpoise (CP) method (the
bsse corrections are given in parentheses). The largest CP correc-
tions occur with the TZVP+ basis, about 4-5 kcal/mol, which
is comparable to the CP corrections reported with MP2 with
the 6311++G(*,*) basis set.33,20The KS-DFT methods are less
bsse demanding compared to MP2, and with the exception of
TZVP+, the rest of the bases used in our study lead to relatively
smaller CP corrections, about 1-2 kcal/mol (Table 3).

We also did calculations with the LSD scheme (VWN
correlation45) just to reconfirm the significant overestimation

TABLE 1: Geometry Results for (OH-)H2O (Distances in angstroms and Angles in Degrees)

PLAP3 BLAP3 BP BPg94 B3LYP PP LSDA MP2a

R(O-H)
Sadlej 0.968 0.964 0.976 0.978
631++G(*,*) 0.967 0.962 0.974 0.976 0.966 0.977 0.974
6311++G(*,*) 0.963 0.959 0.963 0.973
R(Oa-H2a)
Sadlej 0.965 0.963 0.976 0.977
631++G(*,*) 0.964 0.961 0.974 0.976 0.965 0.976 0.974
6311++G(*,*) 0.959 0.957 0.961 0.972
R(Oa-H1a)
Sadlej 1.097 1.158 1.227 1.190
6311++G(*,*) 1.071 1.111 1.117 1.151 1.095
R(O-H1a)
Sadlej 1.421 1.304 1.240 1.292
6311++G(*,*) 1.478 1.377 1.362 1.346 1.380
R(H-O-H1a)
Sadlej 105.2 104.1 102.8 103.6
6311++G(*,*) 106.5 104.9 106.1 104.4
δ(H-O-Oa-H2a)
Sadlej 108.7 109.6 107.5 107.8
631++G(*,*) 108.2 109.4 106.6 107.6 109.2 108.4 109.8
6311++G(*,*) 106.1 107.1 109.1 107.2
R(O-Oa)
Sadlej 2.467 2.468 2.482
6311++G(*,*) 2.5471 2.488 2.478 2.496 2.474

a Optimization with MP2/aug-cc-VDZ of ref 30.

Figure 1. Structure of the complex with one water (BLAP3 functional).
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of the hydrogen bond energy this method gives: about-40.0
kcal/mol without bsse corrections and about-38.2 kcal/mol
with the CP correction with the 631++G(*,*) basis. Using
bigger bases does not improve the situation much.

It should be mentioned that the experimentally derived
estimate of∆Eb

e(0 K) is about-26.0 ( 1.0 kcal/mol (after
subtracting from the measured enthalpy at 298 K the average
finite-temperature plus ZPE correction of about-0.5 kcal/mol
as estimated from the MP2, B3LYP, and LAP results).
Considering the GGA results, the bsse corrected binding energy
obtained with BP (Sadlej basis) is-28.6 kcal/mol, slightly
above the upper limit of the experimental error bar for∆Eb

e(0
K) (about -27.0 kcal/mol). We repeated the BP calculation
with Gaussian94 (BPg94 in Table 3) using the same basis
(631++G(*,*)), which gave a binding energy close to the BP
value obtained with deMon-KS3 with a difference of about 0.3
kcal/mol. The GGA scheme PP gives slightly larger overbinding
than the BP functional, a similar trend is seen for water clusters
and positively charged hydrated proton clusters.16 The hybrid
B3LYP scheme leads to a slight improvement over GGA, giving
a bsse corrected binding energy of-27.8 kcal/mol with the
631++G(*,*) basis, and-27.4 kcal/mol with the aug-cc VDZ
basis, very close to the upper limit of the experimental error
bar. In contrast to GGA and B3LYP, the LAP XC schemes
yield (bsse corrected) binding energies near the lower limit of
the experimental bar for∆Eb

e(0 K) of about -25.0 kcal/mol
(Table 3):-24.4 kcal/mol with BLAP3/Sadlej, and-24.2 kcal/
mol with PLAP3/Sadlej. The benchmark CCSD(T)//MP2-augcc-
VDZ estimate of∆Eb

e(0 K) reported by Grimm et al.33 gives
about 24.6 kcal/mol with aug-cc-pVDZ basis (after the bsse
correction of about 2 kcal/mol was taken into account) which
is also very close to and supports the lower limit of the
experimental bar for the binding energy. Having a high quality
energy estimate here is very important in view of the large error
bar of the experimental measurements. The bsse-corrected MP2/
6311++G(*,*) estimate of ∆Eb

e(0 K). ≈-24.1 kcal/mol re-

ported by Grimm33 is also very close to the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
VDZ estimate, showing that the bsse correction at the MP2 level
is significant for these systems (such a correction is missing in
the MP2/aug-cc-VDZ results of ref 32, which obscures the
assessment of these results).

Taking into account the bsse, ZPE and temperature corrections
at 298K with the B3LYP hybrid scheme leads to an enthalpy
of association of-27.9 kcal/mol with aug-cc-VDZ basis and
-28.3 kcal/mol with the 6311++G(*,*) basis set, which is
about 0.5 kcal/mol more negative than the zero temperature
vibrationless limit∆Eb

e (Table 3), and slightly above the upper
limit of the experimental bar for∆H°(298 K) (about-27.5 kcal/
mol). Unfortunately, bsse-corrected MP2 energies are reported
only at T ) 0 K.33

The BLAP3 and PLAP3 estimates for the enthalpy of
association of one water are-24.5 kcal/mol and-25.8 kcal/
mol respectively with the Sadlej basis, and are close to the lower
end of the experimental bar of about-25.5 kcal/mol. With the
6311++G(*,*) basis both LAP schemes give enthalpy values
within the experimental error bar, close to the center,-26.5
kcal/mol. It should be noted that the ZPE and the finite-
temperature binding energy corrections tend to cancel each other
to a large extent for this system, in agreement with the MP2
results reported previously:32,33 overall, the value of∆H°(298
K) only slightly exceeds the corresponding zero temperature
vibrationless limit ∆Eb

e by about 0.3 to 0.7 kcal/mol with
PLAP3, B3LYP, and MP2, and by about 1 kcal/mol with
BLAP3.

Finally, we have tried to estimate the energy barrier for proton
transfer in H3O2

-. The large basis set MP2/augcc-VDZ estimate
of Xantheas32 yields a very small value for this barrier, about
0.3 kcal/mol. The nonplanar transition state structure with the
proton placed symmetrically in the middle of the hydrogen bond
is very close in energy to the asymmetric minima, and the ZPE
contribution (of about the same magnitude as the energy barrier)
may lead to an almost barrierless movement of the proton

TABLE 2: Geometry of OH - with Different Methods (Distances in angstroms)

B3LYP/Aa B3P86/A BHLYP/A BLYP/A BP86/A BP86/631 exptla

R(O-H) 0.974 0.972 0.961 0.986 0.984 0.9795 0.964

BP/631++ BL3/631++ PL3/631++ BP/Sadlej BL3/Sadlej PL3/Sadlej

R(O-H) 0.9795 0.967 0.970 0.981 0.968 0.971

a A denotes the basis used in ref 49.

TABLE 3: Energetics (kcal/mol) of (OH-)H2O. bsse Correction (when Available) in Parentheses below the Energy Including It

PLAP3 BLAP3 BP BPg94 PP B3LYP MP2 CCSD(T)//MP2

∆Eb
e(0 K)

Sadlej -24.2 -24.4 -28.6 -30.2
(0.99) (0.99) (0.9)

631++G(*,*) -25.3 -25.6 -29.5 -29.8 -30.1 -28.6 -24.2a

(1.9) (1.8) (1.9) (2.0) (2.0) (1.6)
6311++G(*,*) -24.5 -24.6 -27.8 -24.1a

(1.9) (1.9) (1.6) (4.24)a
aug-cc-VDZ -27.4 -26.8b -24.6c

(0.4) (2.3)
TZVP+ -24.9 -25.3 -29.7 -28.6

(4.5) (4.2) (4.2) (3.6)

∆H°b(298 K)
Sadlej -24.5 -25.8 -30.4
631++G(*,*) -25.7 -26.6 -31.1 -29.3 -28.6b

6311++G(*,*) -24.8 -25.5 -28.3 -24.4a (-28.6b)
aug-cc-VDZ -27.9 (-27.0b)

exptl ∆Hb (T ) 300 K) -25.0d -26.5( 1.0e

a MP2/6311++G(*,*) bsse corrected results of ref 17.b MP2/aug-cc-DVZ results of ref 30 without bsse corrections.c CCSD(T)/augcc-DVZ//
MP2 results of ref 17 with bsse correction.d Experimental data from ref 22.e Experimental data from ref 21.
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between the two oxygens. Table 4 contains our results for the
PT energy barrier with different basis sets and methods. It is
seen that the value is very sensitive to both the method and the
basis set: PLAP3 yields a PT energy barrier of about 0.4 kcal/
mol comparable to the MP2 estimate of about 0.3 kcal/mol.32

BLAP3 and B3LYP give much smaller (almost vanishing)
values, 0.06 and 0.02 kcal/mol respectively, which points out
also the importance of the exchange functionals used: as
mentioned above, the XC schemes involving the GGA exchange
of Becke tend to give less asymmetric hydrogen bonds, which
is reflected in the lower PT energy barriers obtained with these
XC schemes.

3.2. Structure of (OH-)(H2O)2 and (OH-)(H2O)3. The
complex of OH- with two water ligands (n ) 2) is quite a
demanding task for theoretical studies. The large basis set MP2
calculations of Xantheas32 and Grimm33 gave somewhat over-
estimated binding energies for this system. As we found in the
one-water case, the basis set of Sadlej seems to provide a
sufficient accuracy for our DFT calculations. To verify the basis
set influence in this case, we present results with the
631++G(*,*) basis as well. The hybrid B3LYP estimates
obtained with Gaussian94 are also given for comparison in the
case ofn ) 2, Table 5. Table 6 contains the calculated structural
parameters in the case of three water ligands (n ) 3). The
geometry of these two aqueous complexes is depicted on Fig-
ures 2 and 3.

The comparison of the results forn ) 2 andn ) 3 with those
for the one water case (Table 1) shows that with increasing
number of water ligands, the OH--H2O interaction becomes
more like a normal hydrogen bond, instead of a low-barrier
(strong) hydrogen bond. This is clear from the thermodynamic
data for hydration. If we consider the results of PLAP3 with
the Sadlej basis set; for example, the hydration enthalpies are
-24.5, -17.9, and-14.4 for one, two, and three waters,
respectively, which is very similar to the result for hydration
of hydronium (H3O+).16 The large value of the hydration
enthalpy is partly due to the presence of negative charge. Similar
to the case of hydronium, the hydration enthalpy here approaches
the value typical for a water cluster when the size of the solvated
OH- becomes sufficiently large. As the hydrogen bonds between
OH-‚‚‚H2O tend to enlarge, the stretching of the covalent O-H
bonds respectively decreases. In other words, the asymmetry
of the O-H‚‚‚O structure becomes larger compared to the case
of one water. The PLAP3 scheme and MP2 both yield here
hydrogen bonds with somewhat larger asymmetry (the shorter
R(Oa-H1a) vs the longer R(O-H1a) in Tables 5 and 6) compared
to BLAP3, which in turn gives slightly more asymmetric
structures than B3LYP. In contrast to the case ofn ) 1, the
GGA functional BP gives here also asymmetric hydrogen bonds,
but less pronounced than the other methods. Overall there is a
good agreement between the BLAP3, PLAP3 (deMon-KS3) and
B3LYP (Gaussian94) geometry estimates. As in the case ofn
) 1, PLAP3 tends to give slightly longer hydrogen bond lengths
compared to MP2, BLAP3 and B3LYP. One should keep in
mind (in the absence of any experimental geometry data) that
MP2 is not always a perfect guide, as it sometimes tends to
shorten intermolecular hydrogen bonds involving O and H

atoms.1,12 In the case ofn ) 2, a somewhat larger difference
between DFT and MP2 occurs in the estimation of the angle
Oa-O-Ob and the related distance Oa‚‚‚Ob. The BLAP3 and
PLAP3 schemes yield larger values for the O‚‚‚O‚‚‚O angle

TABLE 4: Energy Barrier for PT [kcal/mol] in (OH -)H2O

PLAP3 BLAP3 B3LYP MP2a

∆Eq

631++G(*,*) 0.47 0.06 0.02
aug-cc-DZV 0.09 0.50

a MP2/aug-cc-VDZ result of ref 30.

TABLE 5: Geometry of (OH -)(H2O)2 with Different
Methods (Distances in angstroms and Angles in Degrees)

PLAP3 BLAP3 BP B3LYP
MP2/

aug-cc-VDZa

R(O-H)
Sadlej 0.966 0.963 0.975
631++G(*,*) 0.965 0.962 0.973 0.966
aug-cc-VDZ 0.964 0.967
R(Oa-H1a)
Sadlej 1.038 1.041 1.071
631++G(*,*) 1.035 1.038 1.061 1.040
aug-cc-VDZ 1.039 1.038
R(O-H1a)
Sadlej 1.563 1.533 1.481
631++G(*,*) 1.570 1.537 1.498 1.531
aug-cc-VDZ 1.538 1.543
ä(H-(O-Oa-H2a)
Sadlej 115.9 117.4 109.21
631++G(*,*) 114.5 117.4 119.19 113.3
aug-cc-VDZ 109.0 118.1
á(Oa-O-Ob)
Sadlej 128.4 126.9 133.44
631++G(*,*) 123.7 123.0 127.88 119.3
aug-cc-VDZ 132.2 115.6
R(Ob-H1b)
Sadlej 1.033 1.038 1.063
631++G(*,*) 1.032 1.036 1.062 1.045
aug-cc-VDZ 1.041 1.033
R(O-H1b)
Sadlej 1.571 1.543 1.502
631++G(*,*) 1.583 1.550 .493 1.515
aug-cc-VDZ 1.532 1.559
ä(H-O-Ob-H2b)
Sadlej 127.8 112.8 109.42
631++G(*,*) 113.9 111.5 107.60 110.1
aug-cc-VDZ 113.4 109.2
R(Oa-Ob)
Sadlej 4.685 4.610 4.700
631++G(*,*) 4.593 4.530 4.588 4.420
aug-cc-VDZ 4.705 4.375

a Optimization with MP2/aug-cc-VDZ of ref 30.

TABLE 6: Geometry of (OH -)(H2O)3 with Different
Methods (Distances in angstroms and angles in degrees)

PLAP3 BLAP3 BP
MP2/

VDZ(pyramidal)a

R(O-H)
Sadlej 0.966 0.963 0.974 0.964
631++G(*,*) 0.965 0.961 0.974
R(H2a-Oa-H1a)
Sadlej 101.8 103.0 102.40 99.7
631++G(*,*) 102.9 102.9 102.24
R(Oa-H2a)
Sadlej 0.964 0.961 0.972 0.967
631++G(*,*) 0.963 0.960 0.972
R(Oa-H1a)
Sadlej 1.011 1.018 1.034 1.008
R(O-H1a)
Sadlej 1.668 1.614 1.589 1.656
R(Oa-Ob)
Sadlej 4.726 4.354 4.274 3.321
R(Ob-Oc)
Sadlej 4.458 4.458 4.340
R(Oc-Oa)
Sadlej 3.730 4.388 4.340
R(Oa-O-Ob)
Sadlej 125.2 111.1 110.0 78.1
631++G(*,*) 106.7 108.5 109.31

a Optimization with MP2/aug-cc-VDZ of ref 30.
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(about 126.9° and 128.4°, respectively, with the Sadlej basis
and about 123.0 and 123.7 with 631++G(*,*)), compared to
the MP2/aug-cc-VDZ estimate of about 115.6. The B3LYP/
631++G(*,*) and B3LYP/augcc-VDZ estimates are somewhat
between, giving about 119.3° and 132.2°, respectively, for this
angle. The GGA BP/Sadlej estimate of the same angle is about
133.4°. The difference in the results for the O‚‚‚O‚‚‚O angle
leads to a difference in the distance between the two ligand
oxygens Oa-Ob: about 4.6 Å with the LAP schemes vs the
MP2 estimate of about 4.38 Å The B3LYP estimate of this
distance shifts substantially with increasing basis set size, from
4.42 Å with the 631++G(*,*) basis to about 4.7 Å with the
aug-cc-VDZ basis, the latter being close to the LAP/Sadlej
estimates (Table 5).

Comparing the BLAP3 and PLAP3 results with B3LYP the
overall agreement for the geometry data is good, with the
exception of the controversial angle O‚‚‚O‚‚‚O, and the angles
δ(H-O-Oa-H2a) andδ(H-O-Ob-H2b). The influence of the
basis set on most of the other geometry parameters is small
(Table 5). A similar situation is observed with the geometry of
the complex with three waters (Table 6). Again the overall
agreement between DFT (LAP) and MP2 is good with the
exception of the O‚‚‚O‚‚‚O angles, and the corresponding O‚‚‚O
distances, where differences similar to the case ofn ) 2 occur.
This leads to differences in the overall shape of the complex,
comparing the LAP with the MP2 structures. The MP2 geometry
optimization of Xantheas32 was performed under aC3 symmetry
constraint, whereas our DFT calculations were performed
without any constraint. We have recomputed the MP2 geometry
using the same basis set as Xantheas, with and without a
symmetry constraint. The relaxation of the optimized structure
from C3 to C1 did not change too much the MP2 geometry
results. The BLAP3 and PLAP3 functionals give here O‚‚‚O‚‚‚O
angles about 108.5° and 106.7°, respectively, which is close to
a tetrahedral geometry of the complex. The MP2 estimate of
these angles is about 78°, which seems too small in view of

possible steric effects of the water ligands. A quasi-tetrahedral
geometry of the aqueous complex with three waters seems to
us more logical since with three waters all the central oxygen
lone pairs are involved in bonding. It should be pointed out
here that both MP2 and DFT (LAP) estimates indicate a slightly
attractive water-water (ligand-ligand) interaction of about 0.5
kcal/mol.

It is worth comparing the binding energies for successive
hydration. Table 7 contains the results for the total binding
energy ∆Eb

e(0 K) for n ) 2 and the binding energy of
successive association, as well as the corresponding enthalpies
at 298 K. The bsse and ZPE corrections were taken into account,
with a few exceptions due to a lack of literature data. The
BLAP3/Sadlej and PLAP3/Sadlej estimates of the enthalpy of
association of (OH-)(H2O)2 are slightly below the center of the
experimental error bar of about-17.6 kcal/mol. With the
6311++G(*,*) basis the LAP enthalpy remains very close to
the results with the Sadlej basis within a slight increase of about
0.7 kcal/mol. All other methods tend to overestimate the binding
enthalpy forn ) 2: MP2 by about 1-2 kcal/mol, B3LYP by
about 2-3 kcal/mol and GGA BP by about (3-4 kcal/mol).
As mentioned above, the only MP2 result available for the
enthalpy (from ref 32) was not corrected for bsse, which brings
an uncertainty of about 2-5 kcal/mol.

Turning to the binding enthalpy of (OH-)(H2O)3 (Table 8),
the MP2 results reported in the literature are close to the upper
limit of the experimental error bar for (∆H°)3,2,32 but we again
point out that these were not corrected for bsse. The bsse-
corrected MP2 results of Grimm33 were reported only for the
zero temperature limit. Our bsse-corrected BP/Sadlej value of
(∆H°)3,2 is in fact in very good agreement with experiment,
close to the upper limit (about-17.1 kcal/mol) of the experi-
mental error bar. The PLAP3/Sadlej and BLAP3/Sadlej esti-
mates are, in turn, slightly below the lower end of the experi-
mental error bar, which is about-15.1 kcal/mol (Table 8).

Summarizing the performance of the different methods, the
LAP schemes seem overall to give slightly improved results
for the aqueous complexes with one and two waters, compared
to the BP, MP2, and B3LYP estimates. Forn ) 3 the BP/Sadlej
energy estimate is slightly better than the LAP/Sadlej and MP2/
aug-cc-VDZ estimates (B3LYP results have not been reported
for this case), the latter having the uncertainty of the uncorrected
bsse. The decrease of the binding energy of successive associa-
tion is well reproduced by all the methods used. This effect
can be explained as partly due to direct ligand-ligand interac-
tions, partly due to nonadditive (cooperative) effects of interac-
tion between the hydrogen bonds. The O‚‚‚H bond strength
decreases as more water is added to the OH- hydrates and the
O‚‚‚H bond lengths become longer, respectively. The main
reason is that the negative charge on the OH- group is
distributed between a larger number of hydrogen bonds when
the number of water ligands increases.

3.4. Frequency Analysis.Vibrational analysis of hydrogen
bonded systems gives valuable additional insight into the nature
of hydrogen bonding, especially if there is reliable experimental
data to match. It is useful to compare first the different methods
for the vibrational frequency of isolated OH- (Table 9). The
experimental value for the harmonic frequency (ωe) and
anharmonic correction(ωe xe) are, 3738.44 and 91.42 cm-1,50

respectively. The BLAP3 (631++G(*,*)) frequency is 3728.8
cm-1 which is close to the MP2 value of 3767 cm-1 and
somewhat larger than the PLAP3 estimate of 3670.8 cm-1. To
obtain the anharmonic correction to the harmonic frequency of
OH- we have calculated the potential energy curve with the

Figure 2. Structure of the complex with two waters (BLAP3
functional).

Figure 3. Structure of the complex with three waters (BLAP3
functional).
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BLAP3/(631++G(*,*) functional and have made a least-squares
fit to the Morse potential:51

where q is the vibrational coordinate,q ) r - re, re is the
equilibrium bond length. We obtainedDe ) 39532.5 cm-1

(BLAP3), andBe ) 1.1876 bohr-1. This leads to a harmonic
frequency of 3761.4 cm-1 (which is a little different from the
value of 3728.8 cm-1 calculated by a straight quadratic fit) and
anharmonic correction of 89.4 cm-1. The latter is in excellent
agreement with the experimental estimate of 91.4 cm-1, which
is good news for the BLAP3 functional validation. Concerning
the frequencies of the isolated water all the methods give more
unified estimates (Tables 10 and 11).

To our knowledge, there is no experimental data reported to
date for larger hydrated OH- clusters. We calculated the

vibrational frequencies for all optimized structures using
methods and basis sets discussed in previous sections. The
results for BLAP3 with the 631++G(*,*) basis set are shown
in Table 10 as an example. The stretching modes corresponding
to the covalent O-H bonds are clearly distinguished- above
3700 cm-1 in Table 10, originating from the parent O-H
stretches in H2O. A slight red shift is obtained, more noticeable
with BLAP3 and PLAP3. The agreement between the different
methods is overall very good for these modes. For OH-H2O,
the mode associated with proton motion is in the range of 600-
1300 cm-1 and sensitive to the method and basis set used. For
example, using 631++G(*,*) basis set, we obtained, 656, 768,
1053,1090, and 1300 cm-1, for BP, PP, B3LYP, BLAP3, and
PLAP3, respectively. The B3LYP and BLAP3 results are very
close to each other for these modes, and somewhat different
from PLAP3. The latter gives frequencies closer to (but still
different from) the MP2 estimates. These differences should
be related to the different results for the hydrogen bond
geometry, as discussed in the previous section: the XC schemes
involving the GGA exchange of Becke (BLAP3, BP) tend to
give more symmetric hydrogen bond structures, which is related
to the observed relatively smaller values of the corresponding
frequency, compared to the PLAP3 and MP2 estimates. As a
result of the large amplitude motion of the proton, there should

TABLE 7: Energetics (kcal/mol) of (OH-)(H2O)2. bsse Correction (when Available) in Parentheses below the Energy Including
It

PLAP3 BLAP3 BP PP B3LYP MP2/aug-cc-VDZa MP2/DVP(s,p)b

(∆Eb
e(0 K))

Sadlej -44.2 -44.1 -49.9 -53.9 -45.8
(1.8) (1.8) (1.6) (6.3)
631++G(*,*) 46.0 -46.0 -54.3 -50.7
(3.3) (3.3) (3.0) (3.0)
aug-cc-VDZ -49.6 -49.0
(∆Eb

e)2,1(0 K)
Sadlej -19.9 -19.7 -21.3 -23.6 -21.2
(0.9) (0.8) (0.5) (3.2)
631++G(*,*) -20.7 -20.4 -24.7 -22.1
(1.4) (1.5) (1.2) (1.3)
aug-cc-VDZ -22.1
(∆Hb)2,1(298 K)
Sadlej -17.9 -17.0 -18.6
631++G(*,*) -18.6 -17.8 -21.9
aug-cc-VDZ -20.1a

exptl (∆Hb)2,1(300 K) -16.4c 17.6( 1.0d

a MP2/aug-cc-VDZ results of ref 30 not corrected for bsse.b MP2/DVP(s,p) results of ref 31, corrected for bsse.c Experimental data from ref 22.
d Experimental data from ref 21.

TABLE 8: Binding Energy in kcal/mol for (OH -)(H2O)3

PLAP3 BLAP3 BP PP MP2/aug-cc-VDZa MP2/DVP(s,p)b

∆Eb
e(no bsse correct.)

Sadlej -63.5 -63.2 -69.7 -73.9 -68.5 -71.1
631++G(*,*) -68.1 -67.7 -78.6
∆Eb

e(with bsse correct.)
Sadlej -60.7 -60.6 -67.7 -63.0
631++G(*,*) -63.5 -63.2 -74.7
(∆Eb

e)3,2(no bsse correct.)
Sadlej -17.4 -17.3 -18.3 -20.0 -19.5 -19.0
631++G(*,*) -18.8 -18.4 -21.3
(∆Eb

e)3,2(with bsse correct.)
Sadlej 16.5 16.5 17.8 -17.2
631++G(*,*) -17.5 -17.2 20.5
(∆Hb)3,2(298 K)
Sadlej -14.4 -14.4 -15.5
631++G(*,*) -15.4 -15.1 -18.3 -16.9a

expt.∆Hb(300K) -16.1( 1.0c

a MP2/aug-cc-VDZ results of ref 30 not corrected for bsse.b MP2/DZP(s,p) results of ref 31, corrected for bsse.c Experimental data from ref 21.

TABLE 9: Vibrational Frequency of OH - in cm-1

PLAP3 BLAP3 BP B3LYP PP exptl MP2 [2]

R(O-H)
631++G(*,*) 3670.8 3728.8 3663.9
aug-cc-VDZ 3695.3 3738.4 3767.0

a Reference: Xantheos, S. S.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1995, 117, 10373,
optimization MP2/aug-cc-VDZ.b Optimization MP2/aug-cc-VTZ.

V ) De(1 - exp(-Beq))2 (5)
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be a noticeable vibrational anharmonicity for the modes
associated with its movement.16 The results presented in Tables
9-11 do not yet include anharmonicity, a matter discussed in
the next section. The group of low-frequency modes below 500
cm-1 originate from collective-deformation and collective
bending modes, and we find a very good agreement between
all the methods for these modes.

It is interesting to compare these results with the frequencies
of hydrated proton clusters. It is believed that the signature
proton vibrational frequency is about 1000 cm-1 16,52for H5O2

+

(PP functional and DZVP basis set). The corresponding
frequency in the case of H3O2

- using the Sadlej basis set and
the same PP functional is about 746.8 cm-1. The corresponding
BP value is about 656.2 and 611.6 cm-1 with 631++G(*,*)
and the Sadlej basis sets, respectively. This frequency shift
should be associated with the widening of the flat potential
energy surface between the two oxygen atoms in H3O2

-, at least

when using GGA functionals. As we indicated earlier, the proton
in H3O2

- moves in a larger area between the two host oxygens,
compared to the situation in H5O2

+, and essentially experiences
no energy barrier according to the GGA estimates.

It is apparent that the signature proton frequency in H5O2
+

and in H3O2
- are quite different even if the same functional

and basis set are used. This fact remains to be verified by
experimental data. It is worth repeating that the calculated results
depend quite noticeably on the methods and basis sets used for
H3O2

-. Such a strong dependence was not observed for H5O2
+.

In the case of OH-(H2O)2 and OH-(H2O)3, the frequencies
associated with the proton motion increase rapidly to 2000-
3100 wavenumbers. Clearly the protons behave here more or
less like tightly bound hydrogens. It is interesting to note that
the stretch frequencies of the water molecule increase when the
cluster size becomes larger. Eventually it tends to approach the
frequency of the free water molecule(gas phase), a reflection
of the fact that the covalent O-H bond is less influenced by
the presence of charge and other species. This trend is shared
by hydrated proton clusters.16

3.5. BOMD Simulation. Given the flatness of the energy
surface for proton motion in the (OH-)H2O system, thermal
fluctuations represent an important factor in determining the
landscape of the free energy surface and the dynamics of proton
transfer. We have developed an ab initio BOMD technique16

which can be used to study dynamics and structure at finite
temperature. The simulation was carried out for (OH-)H2O
using the 631++G(*,*) basis set with the GGA-BP functional
and the Sadlej basis set with the GGA-PP functional at 300 K.

The population analysis obtained by BOMD simulation is
shown in Figure 4. TheX-axis is a measure of the deviation of
the proton’s position from the center of the O1-O2 bond, i.e.,
rHO1 - rHO2. We observe a very broad peak ranging from-0.5
to 0.5 Å. It is, in fact, much broader than that in the case of
H5O2

+. It is interesting to note that the BP and PP profiles are
very similar here, while at 0 K these two functionals yield quite
different structures: BP gives a symmetrical structure with the
proton equally shared by the two oxygens, while PP gives an
unsymmetrical one with the proton closer to one of the oxygens
(O1-H, 1.19 Å and O2-H, 1.29 Å). As we indicated earlier,
yet another, more symmetrical, structure was obtained with PP,
at an energy difference of only about 0.00163 kcal/mol. What
we see here is that, because of the extremely flat energy surface,
the thermal motion can easily overcome all the barriers to allow
the proton to move more or less freely in a large area between
the two oxygen atoms. Therefore one should not lend undue
importance to the optimized O-proton distance. Let us note
that the population is related to the mean force potential by a

TABLE 10: Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies in cm-1 for
OH- H2O and OH- (H2O)n (n ) 1-3), BLAP3 631++G(*,*)

OH- H2O OH-(H2O) OH-(H2O)2 OH-(H2O)3

3729 1629 189 27 32
3823 301 101 34
3946 501 155 55

601 275 135
1090 280 141
1414 327 190
1668 487 249
3804 545 280
3837 601 285

1169 438
1191 441
1700 508
1710 563
2377 568
2566 1069
3833 1086
3866 1089
3867 1693

1724
1725
2798
2808
2972
3842
3875
3876
3877

TABLE 11: Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies in cm-1 for
OH- H2O and OH-(H2O)n (n ) 1-3), B3LYP 631++G(*,*)
and MP2/aug-cc-VDZ

OH- H2O OH-(H2O) OH-(H2O)2 OH-(H2O)3

B3LYP MP2 B3LYP MP2 B3LYP MP2 B3LYP MP2 B3LYP

3729 3767 1601 1623 187 207 29 18 42
3805 3805 295 328 106 99 45
3927 3940 503 453 167 161 241

586 570 288 283 298
1053 1321 305 306 329
1428 1608 344 345 348
1662 1729 477 454 469
3812 3814 550 542 529
3839 3864 605 575 538

1181 1138 970
1201 1163 980
1698 1690 1712
1708 1703 1717
2360 2453 3029
2564 2642 3177
3838 3834 3829
3861 3876 3832
3862 3878 3870

Figure 4. Population profile of proton obtained by BOMD simulation
for OH-H2O using the PP (solid curve) and BP86 (dotted curve)
functionals. TheX-axis (in angstroms) is a measure of the deviation of
the proton’s position from the center of the O1-O2 bond.
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simple logarithmic transformation and hence is considered as
equivalent to the relative free energy. Therefore, the relative
free energy profile of the proton obtained with PP and BP are
very similar, and the free energy is of a single-well type, without
any apparent barrier. This seems to be a typical free energy
situation for system with a strong hydrogen bond.53

The proton-transfer dynamics can be well described by a
transition counting autocorrelation function47

whereδN(t) ) N(t) - 〈N〉, N ) 1 if the O-proton distance is
less than half of the O-O distance, otherwise,N ) 0; 〈N〉 is
the statistical average representing the probability of finding
the proton on the left of the O-O midpoint. Theoretically it
should be equal to 0.5 when the simulation is long enough. If
the transition is a first-order process, we have

where N′(t) is the corresponding instant transition counting
function for a proton on the right side of the middle point, i.e.,
the reverse process,kf and kb are the forward and backward
rate constants, respectively. The decay ofN(t) is exponential
with a time constant of (kf + kb)-1. The short time behavior of
C(t) is also an exponential with a time constant ofτ:

where

There is an equilibrium relation betweenkf andkb

We then obtain

Figure 5 shows the transition pattern of the shared proton,
i.e., N(t) as a function of time. The proton transfer occurs on a
subpicosecond time scale. This may be a result of the low barrier

height, at least as represented by the functionals used. It is
believed that the proton hopping time is in the range of 1 ps in
the liquid state.48 Comparing the PP result with the BP estimate,
clearly, the proton transfers more frequently when the BP
functional is used. It is a reflection of the fact that the proton-
transfer barrier is lower with BP than with PP functional.

Figure 6 depicts a plot ofC(t) and an exponential fitting
function Cs(t). It is seen that the short decay is indeed an
exponential (τ for BP and PP are 0.0105 and 0.0145 picosec-
onds, respectively). If〈N〉 equals 0.5 we obtainkf ) 47.6 for
BP and 34.5 for PP. Apparently, the dynamical properties here
are very sensitive to the barrier, and hence to the level of theory
used. This situation is quite different from the case of equilib-
rium structure/thermodynamic properties, where the proton
population estimates with BP and PP are quite alike.

The vibrational spectra (like the one shown in Tables 9-11)
include only harmonic values. We can easily calculate the
velocity correlation functions which can be Fourier transformed
to obtain the vibrational spectra another way.16 These spectra
include already anharmonicity and temperature effects. Figure
7 shows the Fourier transform of the proton-proton velocity
auto-correlation function. We observe a very similar spectrum
for BP and PP although the harmonic values were quite different
- 656 and 768 cm-1, respectively, for BP and PP. The MD
spectrum is a very broad one, ranging from 400 to 1800 cm-1,
which is similar to the situation of H5O2

+.16 It indicates that
the finite temperature proton vibrational motion is rather similar
in these three cases.

The full spectrum for H3O2
- is shown in Figure 8. The O-H

stretch modes of 3700 cm-1 agree well with the harmonic
estimates, for example, BP gives two harmonic frequencies,

Figure 5. Plot of the transition counting functionN(t) as a function
of time. The solid and dotted lines are results of PP and BP86
functionals, respectively.

Figure 6. Plot of the transition counting autocorrelation function as a
function of time. The solid and dotted lines are results of PP and BP86
functionals, respectively. The long and short dashed lines are the
corresponding exponential fitting functions.

Figure 7. Plot of the vibrational spectra due to proton motion calculated
by the BOMD simulation. The solid and dotted lines are results of PP
and BP86 functionals, respectively.

C(t) )
〈δN(t)δN(0)〉
〈δN(0)δN(0)〉

(6)

N(t)
dt

) -kfN(t) + kbN′(t) (7)

Cs(t) ) exp(-t
τ ) (8)

τ ) 1
kf + kb

(9)

〈N〉
1 - 〈N〉

)
kb

kf
(10)

kf )
1 - 〈N〉

τ
(11)
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3726 and 3728, while PP gives 3698 and 3719 cm-1, respec-
tively. We indeed see higher stretching frequencies for BP in
Figure 8. The bending motion at 1500 cm-1 is also clearly
observed.

Conclusions

The formation of hydrogen bonds in systems involving
negatively charged particles are often accompanied by large
polarization effects, charge transfer and formation of strong
hydrogen bonds. Describing these effects accurately is quite a
challenge for contemporary theoretical methods. We should
point out that the present study is perhaps the first validation
of such a wide range of functionals and methods on hydrated
hydroxide anions. It is true that contemporary DFT methods
have successfully reached high precision for many systems of
chemical interest, but many more remain either out of the DFT
scope, or unexplored, and functional success cannot yet be
presumed automatically, without concrete validation work.
Particularly, the LAP XC functionals, alreadyly validated as of
good accuracy for many neutral systems, including hydrogen-
bonded ones, appear now to be reliable also for hydrated
hydroxide anions, giving precise solvation enthalpies and
energetics. The other methods employed in this study also give
quite reasonable energetics of the hydrogen bonding in hydrox-
ide anions (within a difference of about 2-15% from the
experimental estimate), provided that special care is taken to
ensure a high quality basis set and to correct for the bsse. The
LAP XC schemes yield slightly improved enthalpies of associa-
tion of one and two water ligands, compared to the GGA,
B3LYP and MP2 results, but comparisons with literature B3LYP
and MP2 data is sometimes obscured when the latter studies
do not report the bsse correction. The GGA functionals meet
some difficulties for the complex with one water, tending to
overestimate the binding somewhat, while their performance
improves with increasing number of water ligands. Note
especially to note the BP functional performance in the case of
n ) 3. The GGA functionals give very low proton-transfer
barrier(virtually barrierless), the PLAP value is 0.47 kcal/mol.

The methods are not that comparable in reproducing the
geometric structure of the hydroxide complexes, yielding
somewhat different hydrogen-bond symmetry and distances, and
even a different shape of the complex with three water ligands.
These differences are reflected also in the calculated harmonic
vibrational spectra at 0 K, particularly concerning the vibrations
involving the hydrogen bonds. The latter are expected to exhibit
strong anharmonicity, and we have performed also an MD
simulation of the vibrational spectra with full account of
anharmonicity and finite temperature effects. To our knowledge

this is the first attempt of calculating the vibrational spectra of
these systems at that level of precision.

The flatness of the potential energy surface associated with
the hydrogen bond degrees of freedom leads to an intriguing
but complicated proton dynamics in these systems. At 0 K, the
optimized structures for BP and PP seem to be quite different.
However, their MD population at 300 K is very similar. At 0
K, the geometry optimization searches for the global minimum
that might be not much lower in energy than other conforma-
tions. The BOMD simulation is able to explore the energy
landscape and gives a rather similar free energy profile for the
two GGA functionals used. This is also clearly reflected in the
similarity of their finite temperature vibrational spectra due to
the proton motion. In this sense the situation is quite similar to
the case of H5O2

+. Our conclusion here is quite different from
that of Parrinello et al.,22 where a different XC functional was
used and consequently, very different free energy profiles were
observed for H3O2

- and H5O2
+. This shows that the choice of

the functional does matter in contemporary MD-DFT studies
of this kind. Moreover, the proton transfer dynamics is
particularly sensitive to the XC functional used, and the results
for the proton-transfer counting functions obtained at BP and
PP DFT levels are here quite different. It would be interesting
to study the proton-transfer dynamics using the LAP functionals,
which is the subject of future work. Calculating clusters larger
than in the present study will also be in order, which will allow
the solvent effect to be examined more fully.
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